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POISEUILLE FLOW
Homogeneous instabilities having a uniform distortion in the plane of the boundary plates are obtained with or without distortion of the flow profile. The thresholds are analysed and compared with the theoretical analysis given in the following paper.
The effect of alternating flow and of the application of external fields on the nature of the mode and on the threshold is analyzed with attention to the transition from the homogeneous to roll instabilities. No detailed theory exists for these problems and the analysis is carried with reference to the simple shear flow case although marked differences are observed. LE (Fig. 2) ; the width of the cell 1 has been varied between 1 If we neglect this renormalization which is tantamount to neglecting the transverse flow (such a solution can in fact be produced experimentally) [7, 8] The effect of the field can be introduced in the definition of the relaxation time constants for ny and nZ.
The effect of H and f on the threshold have been considered at the same time on the graphic construction of figure 9 . (Fig. 10) . The threshold of the homogeneous instability (H.I.) increases first with frequency. This is simple to understand as the effect of a finite time for the growth of an instability should increase the effective threshold.
However for frequencies typically larger than 0.15 Hz another mode (which will be referred as R.I.) is obtained at threshold, where convective rolls along the flow axis are formed. A qualitative description of the rolls has been given in I and will only be recalled briefly. The mode obtained at threshold is even in ny and odd in nz, just as the homogeneous one (see Fig. 8 of I).
The rolls involve a periodic distortion ny(x) of n across the rolls. The effect of the distortion in inducing hydrodynamic focalization terms and new destabilizing mechanisms has been analysed in detail in the corresponding shear flow problems [2, 3] . The The convective [10] flow has been detected directly from the observation of the motion of dust particles undergoing spiral motions in the flow.
As the sign of the flow is inverted, the distortion ny changes sign but not n,,. This result was obtained by optical observation of the focal lines which are formed due to the modulation nz(x). The lines do not change position over each half period. In the corresponding shear flow problem [2] Figure 12 gives schematically the recording of the intensity of the lowest order diffracted peak of a parallel laser beam. For E = 0, Ap is larger than the critical value and the light intensity is finite.
As E is increased towards a first critical value E10, the intensity decreases regularly to zero (indicative of a second order transition on the branch I). The figure 11) is obtained. The effect may be connected with the fact that, for large electric fields, the distortion of the electric field pattern within the L.C. is coupled with that of n. 
